
Moonport Field rules 

1) If flying at the main field, aircraft must ALWAYS be flown beyond the blue safety line. The close 

side of the pattern is on the far side of the runway. Low passes over the runway and touch-and-go’s 

should be announced prior to their performance. High speed passes should only be performed west 

of the runway. 

2) If flying a float plane from the lake, they must always be flown within the boundaries of the lake. If 

aircraft are being flown at the main field simultaneously, they will stay within the confines of the 

main field at all times. 

3) Aircraft, of ANY type, SHALL NEVER BE flown intentionally over the pit areas, the flight line, 

taxiways, people or the parking areas. If people are on the field, every effort will be made to stay at 

a safe distance and altitude until the field is cleared. 

4) There are two taxiways- one for entering the runway, and one for exiting. Use of the appropriate 

taxiway shall be determined by the pattern in use, i.e. when taking off to the North, the south 

taxiway is the entry and the north taxiway the exit. This avoids congestion and possible collisions 

on the taxiway. 

5) All pilots are required to give vocal announcement of their intention to take-off or land. Pilots 

preparing to take off, must keep their planes on the pit side of the safety line, until given 

permission to come out on to the runway. Pilots must announce their intention to land and get 

acknowledgement from the other flyers of their intention.  

6) Any plane on landing approach has the right of way- and all other aircraft must yield. All personnel 

and aircraft must clear the runway as soon as possible after a landing is announced.  

7) Helicopter/Drone operation is only permitted if all fixed wing aircraft are grounded, or the 

helicopter/drone can fly a racetrack pattern in agreement with other fixed wing aircraft. 

8) No gas/nitro aircraft can be flown before 8am during the week, and before 9am on Sat-Sun. 

9) All aircraft will fly the agreed pattern. A pilot may ASK to change the pattern, or make a landing 

approach from a specific direction, WITH approval of the other pilots. 

10) 3d maneuvers, may be performed only in such a manner that it does not interfere with the normal 

flight pattern. Permission must be given to perform these maneuvers over the runway.  

11) Aircraft whose power systems are being tested with a propeller in place, shall be restrained 

properly using a tie-down or a flight stand. 

12) Hand launched aircraft will be launched by an assistant at the blue safety line, while the pilot 

operates the aircraft from the flight line. Obviously if you are by yourself this is not possible, but an 

assistant is recommended otherwise. 

13) No smoking is allowed anywhere near the pit area, flight line or parking areas. No exceptions. 

14) An appropriate type/size fire extinguisher shall be readily available during the fueling of any 

gas/nitro aircraft, and thru-out its operation, until de-fueled. 

15) Only club instructors may buddy-box with students. Student pilots are not allowed to fly without an 

instructor standing by, or if needed, using a buddy-box. Only after an instructor signs off that the 

student has shown proficiency in basic flight maneuvers, will a pilot’s badge be granted allowing 

full access to the field. New member pilots will be required to demonstrate basic flying skills to a 

club Instructor in order to acquire a pilot’s badge, regardless of their past status at other fields. 

16) If a maiden flight of an aircraft is necessary and the pilot requires assistance, only a qualified 

instructor will give such assistance.  

17) You are responsible for damage you cause to anyone else’s aircraft, either due to carelessness, 

failure to observe the pattern, or follow any other club safety rule. 

18) Failure to follow the clubs safety rules can result in suspension of your access to the field, for an 

amount of time determined by the safety committee. 

 

I have read and agree to abide by these rules:_______________________________________________ 

 

Printed Name:________________________________________________ 


